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About This Game

Experience the thrill of standing in the boots of a future astronaut on Mars in the world of Starlite.

Participate with your crewmate in a single-player 20 minute mini-adventure that soon turns into more than you bargained for on
the Red Planet.

Players navigate a future Mars mission in which they must construct a habitat, craft tools and use advanced robots. The game
contains hands-on science inquiry and problem solving in mathematics, physics and engineering.

Starlite: Astronaut Rescue is the first release in the series leading up to alpha testing of the multiplayer online game Starlite:
Astronaut Academy in summer 2014.

People who purchase Starlite: Astronaut Rescue will be guaranteed a spot in the Starlite: Astronaut Academy beta test.
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Features

Unity Terrain Mars Environment and Shadows

Futuristic "MNRV" advanced rover setting

Advanced "biosuit" style space suits by M.I.T.

Professional Voice Acting

Integrated Intelligent Science Crafting Engine

Realistic Physics for Mars Gravity

Realistic Locomotion

Advanced Robotic Rover Navigation

Original Story and Dialog

The application awards an official Mozilla Open Badge to those who successfully complete the mission.
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Title: Starlite: Astronaut Rescue - Developed in Collaboration with NASA
Genre: Adventure, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
Project Whitecard Studios Inc.
Publisher:
Project Whitecard Studios Inc.
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Probably not worth the install though. I played it once got the only achievement and uninstalled it.. This would be a nice
educational software once fully developed. Giving challenge, but at current status looks like it is stalled. Well... for 1,79 it's
okish. But it is more suited for children or for parents who want to show basic math and where it might be usefull.

But considering even this, the game does not entertain and educate like expected. Just two riddles in total is just way too few.
Next time put a little bit more effort in it... even though it is sponsored by NASA does not mean the game does not need
anything apart from the Logo.. Just 30 Mins of following a queue of things to do. Highlight of the game is the moment you
notice it is already over. The 1st time I regret having spent 3 EUR on something. Don#t get fooled by the developed by NASA
stuff.. Meh. worth two bucks if you're really bored. I certainly was.. I highly recommend this game to people who want to spend
time on educational games.. Woah, well, that was short!

Looking over a few of the reviews, there's not a lot I can contribute to this. I was expecting something like TakeOnMars, but
what this is, seems to be a short demonstrator for, a generic 'mission'-based physics/maths tutorial for kids, themed around
planetary exploration.

You're cast in the role of "The Commander" of a two-man crew (but the other dude vanishes halfway through), and have to
rescue an astronaut who's crashed on the other side of the hill by figuring out how to get there using some trigonometry... Except
Trig's probably a bit too tricky, so all the game has you do is a few divisions on a calculator, and the game pretends to do the trig
for you...

I can see where they were going with it, and I hope they can clean this up and add some more missions, but I have to say, I can't
really recommend it to anyone:

The play length is ~5 minutes, if that. All the assets are there: Models, texture maps, voices, a GUI, etc... But it's all rough and
unfinished, and given where the pilot 'crashes', I felt I could probably just walk there, rather than go through all the rigmarole of
triangulating positions.

No, I can't, in my heart, recommend this to anyone, I'm sorry. If you want to play astronaut, play Space Engineers, or
TakeOnMars. This looks like a late-90s attempt at a 3d demo / maths tutorial. If it was far more polished, and had a couple of
missions, then perhaps I'd give it a thumbs-up, but nobody should really pay money for this, sorry :(. Starlite: Astronaut Rescue
is a very short game. It is no wonder the game is three dollars.
The says that it is part of a larger project, so as a standalone game it is a quick and casual idea of what NASA is planning for
2034. The player has to make a mathematical calculation at one point in the game, but besides that, it seems like a very basic
concept for a much larger game.. I played it for 5 minutes and then it tried to make me do maths.
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It's a decent mini-adventure game. Unlike some other "unsatisfied people", It is quite enjoyable. Although, the only thing that
really was out of place, was the "action-adventure music". (It wasn't bad, but it felt like it didn't belong there.)

The voice acting is quite nice and graphics are "ok". Not really up-to-date graphics, but for what the "game" was meant to be, it
is acceptable. The game doesn't really tell much information about why you are there and doesn't really let you explore things,
unfortunately. "the story" is over before you know it.

So your question is, is it worth the money/time?

For someone who is looking for a game, I don't think this is your thing.
If you are looking for something short and unique? Then sure, why not? It's not like it's a lot of money.

I rate this "mini-adventure" a 6.5/10. Very good first impression for a teaser. It is also very nice to see a game that does not
focus on combat but more on education. While still a Sci-Fi styled game this I feel could go a long way and I hope that is does. I
enjoy the fact that it don't require top gun graphics or a power gamers PC in order to play and I hope they keep it like that.
Educational games should be accessible to those even with poor systems to play. Also for being a five minute teaser it was pretty
neat.. Very simple and I absolutely welcome more of these, hope they make them more of a simulator game than a step-by-step
hold your hand type game though.. Well its been a long time since I last playedd this game, actually went back and watched the
blind play I recorded on Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_He_ZAw-IA&feature=gp-n-
y&google_comment_id=z13wjd4yqnecj5l4a04cjr14csqxs5daw14.

I've not played it since that recording mostly because I hadn't seen any updates to it and even now going through and looking it
seems like the game got canned because there are poeple who will write negative review about something if you don't end up
getting to kill things because its 'not a game' in those cases.

I for one enjoyed the game when it came out, and though math isn't my strongest skill didn't find it all that difficult to figure out
the formula it gave you, I mean the calculator was right there and all it was was a division problem, not like we were trying to
calculate the anti-sine cosine of a quadratic rectangular polygon or something. It felt like the game was ment for educational
purposes and maybe be used in the class-room as a 'fun' way to teach kids maths and science. I could see that being the case if
they added a few more scenarios/missions around that theme.. Starlite: Astronaut Rescue is a very short game. It is no wonder
the game is three dollars.
The says that it is part of a larger project, so as a standalone game it is a quick and casual idea of what NASA is planning for
2034. The player has to make a mathematical calculation at one point in the game, but besides that, it seems like a very basic
concept for a much larger game.. Recommend with conditions. Realize this is a short demo which will get you on the list for the
hopefully much better MMO beta when it comes out. It's obviously geared toward younger kids, which seems typical of NASA
public outreach stuff, as if adults have no interest in space exploration. People have complained about the mushy controls, but it
states that it's supposed to be a realistic Mars gravity simulation, so the awkwardness is probably just what you'd encounter with
the real thing. Think they had an easy time fixing the Hubble Space Telescope in orbit? For a buck and change don't expect Half-
Life 3. You will however learn how to triangulate someone's position with radio waves, and if you finish it you even get a
badge.. Woah, well, that was short!

Looking over a few of the reviews, there's not a lot I can contribute to this. I was expecting something like TakeOnMars, but
what this is, seems to be a short demonstrator for, a generic 'mission'-based physics/maths tutorial for kids, themed around
planetary exploration.

You're cast in the role of "The Commander" of a two-man crew (but the other dude vanishes halfway through), and have to
rescue an astronaut who's crashed on the other side of the hill by figuring out how to get there using some trigonometry... Except
Trig's probably a bit too tricky, so all the game has you do is a few divisions on a calculator, and the game pretends to do the trig
for you...

I can see where they were going with it, and I hope they can clean this up and add some more missions, but I have to say, I can't
really recommend it to anyone:

The play length is ~5 minutes, if that. All the assets are there: Models, texture maps, voices, a GUI, etc... But it's all rough and
unfinished, and given where the pilot 'crashes', I felt I could probably just walk there, rather than go through all the rigmarole of
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triangulating positions.

No, I can't, in my heart, recommend this to anyone, I'm sorry. If you want to play astronaut, play Space Engineers, or
TakeOnMars. This looks like a late-90s attempt at a 3d demo / maths tutorial. If it was far more polished, and had a couple of
missions, then perhaps I'd give it a thumbs-up, but nobody should really pay money for this, sorry :(. Linux version: this is so
buggy! Several graphics bugs, broken menu, missing subtitles, missing videos, ridiculous movement, and no idea how to
proceed. Don't wast even the small amount of money.. I want to see more games like this, but be warned that the quality of the
experience here is low and the game is only twenty minutes long at most, with no replay value.
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